. 2 Pia had persuaded me to collaborate with her on the history of the colonial settlement of Scoresbysund and the memories of it that survive today. She was going to record this history "from below" by interviewing the villagers and collecting their images, stories, and testimonials. Many of them were her relatives; she herself was born there in 1958. My role was to write a critical history of the colonization process by showing how Scoresbysund and East Greenland became objects of cartography: were gradually put onto the map.
The book project (about which more shortly) was my real reason for going to East
Greenland. Yet in order to finance my trip -or expedition, if we adhere to standard vocabulary in narratives of the Arctic region -I had had to invent a secondary but official purpose. Since I was working at the time as a cultural critic at Dagens Nyheter, Sweden's major newspaper, I had managed to get it to pay for the expensive tickets. In return, I was expected to write a substantial piece of reportage, a narrative of the Arctic.
The route took me from Stockholm to Reykjavik, then on to the airstrip at the meteorological station at Constable's Point, where passengers from Reykjavik were transported to Ittoqqortoormiit by helicopter in groups of five or six. The other travellers were secondary school students returning home for their summer holidays from boarding school in Nuuk, West Greenland, and they had no other route to take than the one via the Icelandic capital. At the helicopter landing site they were greeted by cheerful parents and siblings. Pia and her son Sören were there to welcome me; they had arrived in Ittoqqortoormiit a couple of weeks earlier. We immediately set to work on our project, since we only had a few days in
Ittoqqortoormiit before Pia would go back to Copenhagen. I would remain to collect material for our book, and for the journalistic narrative that I also had to do.
While the first task was easy, interesting, and pleasant, the journalistic enterprise turned out to be exasperating. The writing of a report about Ittoqqortoormiit, and the Arctic more generally, for the general Scandinavian public presented nearly insurmountable difficulties, especially so for a person like me, a critically minded European intellectual with substantial knowledge of Denmark's and Europe's colonial past and its postcolonial critique. Unlike other writers and reporters who had visited the place before, I could not write about the midnight sun; nor about the thawing ice on the bay where the villagers were walking, playing, or fishing; nor about the sealskins and the more rare polar-bear skins that were suspended in frames on the porches of many of the houses; nor about the huskies digging into the snow just outside my window. And it was equally impossible to write about the villagers, because they kept to themselves. As for the Danes -the police officer, the medical doctor, the nurse, the engineer, the municipal director and the trader made up a small colonial elite in the village -I
was not much interested in their views. Rather, I was groping for some more authentic and revealing narrative about the place I was visiting -or so I thought.
But I also could not write straightforwardly about present-day Ittoqqortoormiit -its widespread social misery, domestic violence, and alcoholism; its apparently hopeless economic prospect; its dependence on money transfers from Nuuk and Copenhagen; or its continuous history of economic hardship and looming collapse (the Danish project, which in 1925 established an Inuit settlement that was supposed to sustain itself on hunting and fishing, had been unrealistic from the outset). This narrative of social disintegration had already been told by many returning Danes, the worst coming from a doctor who had argued that the village should simply be closed down and its inhabitants forced to relocate.
Yet in confessing that I could not write about any of this, I of course mean the opposite. 
The Colonial Arctic
In one sense just a personal anecdote, this opening offers a glimpse of an attitude that should be read as a symptom. For what I experienced in Ittoqqortoormiit was an effect of how the history of colonialism -in the broad sense of the term -has positioned European travelers and writers in a geo-cultural force field that limits their access to the Arctic, predetermining the narratives that will emerge from that encounter. In general terms, my example illustrates two standard versions of a colonial narrative of the Arctic. In the first version of this narrative, the narrating subject reproduces the system by manufacturing yet another tale of igloos and Eskimos. In the second, the subject questions himself and his place, his voice, and his agency, yet can find no alternative way of telling and is ultimately condemned to saying nothing at all.
But here we can take another step in realizing that these two versions of the colonial narrative of the Arctic correspond closely to the ends of humanism that I have evoked in the title of my chapter: "Where Humanism Finds its Ends". In the first version, the purpose of humanism consists in its situating of the human subject at the centre of the world, planting the flag, proclaiming that this all belongs to the master. In the second, we encounter the end of humanism in the opposite sense, for here the humanist tradition runs up against its limits, either buckling under pressure from alien surroundings and experiencing its own impotence and vulnerability, or being literally wiped out. To put this differently, we are given the message -whether concretely through Greenland's melting glaciers, or more abstractly through some general recognition that the western notion of the human no longer occupies the centre of the world around which everything else gravitates -that we have entered the Anthropocene, which is also according to many theorists the era of posthumanism. These are the alternative ends of humanism as we can perceive them in colonial narratives of the Arctic:
either the absolute power of a certain western conception of the human or, on the contrary, the absolute powerlessness and insignificance of the human. And if humanism finds its ends in the colonial narrative of the Arctic, this also means that this narrative displays humanism from both ends, as at once the apotheosis of human capacity and its annihilation. space, at best a place of colonial struggle, at worst little more than a natural resource deposit to be extracted by transnational capitalism. It is therefore important to avoid mistaking the postcolonial for something that arrives after the colonial. We should instead see the postcolonial as an attitude, discourse, and practice that emerge as a critique of colonialism and its persistent epistemological and political legacies. This is a simple point, and one that has been made often enough, but in the case of the Arctic it becomes more urgent than ever because the Arctic region is one of the areas of the world where we still encounter an active and expanding colonial frontier (Stuhl 2013) . ( 
Whaling Stories
A narrative of igloos and Eskimos, told by a human subject who arrives from the centre of the world to claim ownership of the periphery on behalf of a modernity that conquers nature and maps the periphery: if this is the paradigmatic colonial narrative, we immediately realize that, in its most simple form, it amounts to a hunting and whaling story. A man (it is nearly always a man) goes out, kills the animal, and brings it home. Alternatively, the man is killed by the animal or by other forces of nature. In short, the colonial narrative in prototypical form is Herman Melville's Moby-Dick (1851). The hero may of course also be an artist, a writer, a photographer, an explorer or a scientist, but the form remains the same: he goes out, pursues his object, and brings it back as a collector's item, to be displayed vaingloriously to the public back home. Whether he comes back alive (like Roald Amundsen) or dead (like Robert Scott) matters less. In both cases, the protagonist is celebrated as a hero of civilization. In both cases, he essentially remains a hunter.
Interestingly, what I have said about the colonial narrative is also a basic description of any narrative, or tale, according to classical narratology, which has argued that most simple stories are so-called quest narratives: departure -pursuit -achievement -heroic return; or:
departure -pursuit -failure -heroic death (Greimas 1966) . To this elementary logic is added what Vladimir Propp (1928) , the founder of narratology, termed "helpers" (or "donors") and "aggressors" (or "villains"), i.e. the subject pursues an object, is blocked by "aggressors" and assisted by "helpers", after which he finally attains the object and returns, if he is not killed (see also Jameson 1974) .
In addition to these basic narrative agents or actants, much of the typical fabric of narratives of the Arctic consists of setting: ice, rock, wildlife, water, weather and austere scenery in endless variations and combinational forms. Now, one of the characteristic features of the colonial narrative of the Arctic, inherited from Moby-Dick, is that nature itself becomes an agent in the story, often to the extent that the pursuit of the object (the hunting and killing of the animal, etc.) becomes a pretext for telling a narrative about man's struggle against the elements. This is often a struggle to the death, hence the grisly appeal of such narratives in the western metropoles: a select representative of our civilization -whether he is called Roald Amundsen, Fridtjof Nansen, Knud Rasmussen, Ejnar Mikkelsen, Umberto Nobile, Salomon August André, Robert Scott, or Lauge Koch -is willing to risk his life and sacrifice himself in order to extend and symbolically demonstrate the power of our civilization over nature and "nothingness". In its most rudimentary form, this scenario depicts a struggle between human beings and the natural world, the former being identified with civilization and Europe, the latter with the Arctic.
In this context, the essential question is what happens when the Arctic is inserted into the plot, not as nature writ large but as a particular social and human world. When indigenous people are first allowed to enter into prototypically colonial narratives of the Arctic, they tend predictably to do so as part of the setting through which the white male explorer or hunter moves. In a second step, distinctions appear among these people, some of them coming forward as "helpers" while others are condemned as "villains", although the vast majority of them are still confined within said setting along with other standard commodities of Arctic nature such as polar bears, icebergs, mountain ranges, sledges and huts. The history of the colonization of Scoresbysund is a good example of this process. In 1924 and 1925, some twenty families from Amassalik were enlisted as "helpers" in the Danish effort to populate northeast Greenland in order to support its push for territorial sovereignty against Norway, which at the time was making similar claims (Arke 2003 (Arke /2010 .
In a third, more radical step, indigenous people become the very object of Arctic narrative. It is not until this stage that we can speak of the colonial narrative of the Arctic as being a narrative about the "civilizing mission" in its strictest sense. The task at this stage is, rather, to measure, collect, discipline, and govern indigenous people themselves -and for their own benefit. In order to understand what this process involves, it is useful to look at the artistic works of Pia Arke and Katarina Pirak Sikku, which reveal in their respective aesthetic mannerisms and gestures just what the objectification of the Arctic entails. These works also enact a transformation whereby the standard object of the colonial narrative wrests itself from its position of subordination and places itself as the subject of a new discourse, a new critical narrative. The extent to which we can call this a "postcolonial" narrative remains to be seen, as I will now explore below.
Postcolonial Performance
At the height of colonialism and racism, Inuit women were physically abused and put on display by white explorers, physicians, and anthropologists. Some of these women were diagnosed with a mental disorder termed "Arctic hysteria". Scientific and scholarly careers were made on the backs of these women, as medical researchers sought to have this newly discovered psychopathology classified and inserted into the handbooks of psychiatry. Victims of western culture, the women so diagnosed were treated by that culture as belonging to a wild species of nature. In a portfolio of works entitled "Arctic hysteria", Pia Arke brings these women out of the dark, forcing upon the viewer and reader an act of remembrance and recognition (Tupilakosaurus Guide 2010, 23).
Arke traced these women in old ethnographic documents and collections, and she also reexhibited them, but now beside their masters and more or less as their equals. We might well envisage her as stretching out as far as she could toward the periphery, as if she wanted to
give voice to her poor sisters, to represent them and reclaim for them the human status of which they had been deprived. But what she was actually revealing is that what we find at the periphery of world history is neither wilderness nor insanity, but a mirror image of western colonialism. What were once perceived to be representations of natives in a state of savagery would in Arke's work turn out to be projections of the colonizer's own irrational violence.
Arke's purpose was to indicate the limits of what can be included as an object in the colonial narrative of the Arctic. That limit is marked by brutalized women. Here as elsewhere, these women are not just women in general, but brown-skinned females: materially and mentally violated; subjected to objectification, description, representation and normalization.
Cultural theory has yet to produce a concept able to inscribe female figures like these into the world historical text, or to explain why they appear so frequently in the colonial narrative as border markers of the unknown and the dangerous. It is one of the achievements of Arke's work to have served as a powerful reminder of this omission and blindness. We have no concept at hand to represent this figure as an agent in the Arctic narrative; most often, colonial narratives of the Arctic posit her as the pure object of colonial desire and violence.
But if we turn these narratives around, we can also see that she functions as a utopian narratives. Rather, they are carefully prepared and meticulously documented performances that shake so hard at the foundations of the colonial master and the exhibited native that neither of them will ever regain their previous positions. What we are looking for, then, in our search for a postcolonial symbolization of the Arctic is perhaps not so much a narrative of the Arctic as its performance.
Sami Resistance
In Katarina Pirak Sikku's oeuvre, likewise, the object of the colonial narrative is turned into the subject of a different, postcolonial story. what it was like to be ordered to undress and stand in front of the camera; to have your measures taken and be recorded as a set of numerical data in statistical surveys and photographic atlases, and all this as an example of an "inferior" and "dying" race. And it is also an act of historical reflection in the sense that it asks urgent questions about the Swedish politics and society that for a long period supported a science whose objective it was to represent the Samís as a supposedly "lesser" race in the process of "dying out". Who was the subject of this story? And in whose interests was this done: those of science, or those of the Swedish State, or those perhaps of the Swedish people?
While such questions are central to any effort to come to terms with colonial history and redress the suffering of its victims, Katarina Pirak Sikku's project also poses a third, predominantly aesthetic, problem: how can she herself, as a descendant of a people once slated for extinction, approach this history and turn it into her own story, adapting it in the process to her own ends? She was born in 1965 and never experienced race biology in practice. How is it, then, that this history nonetheless overwhelms her and fills her with a sense of shame? It is as if the hands of the scientists are still holding her body, fixing it, measuring it, violating it.
Pirak Sikku never represents these violations directly; nor does she reproduce photographs or other material gathered by the race biologists. As she argues, that would only repeat the dehumanizing gesture that once victimized her people. Her works instead gesture towards these violations as one might point at a closed door behind which "physical examinations" and "treatments" are being conducted. In fact, her exhibitions and installations are informed by a taboo: the dehumanizing actions must not be displayed again, but nor must they be forgotten.
One voice in her works is allowed to break this taboo. This exceptional case is Elsa, an old woman and distant relative of Pirak Sikku's whose name stands in for all the nameless ones and whose testimonial represents numerous other stories never told. Elsa's voice is both subtle and straightforward:
It was at the primary school in Vakijaur that we children were photographed and measured. We stood in groups in front of the camera. It was a big camera that you went under a black cloth to look through.
[…] we did not think all that much about it. We had to undress and that didn't feel very nice. I remember that it was cold and we were To register this resistance, which was rarely recorded in official documents and seldom perceived as such by political and scientific authorities, one needs special antennas. Here it is appropriate to evoke John Scott's (1990) notion of a "hidden transcript" which structures the everyday life of subordinated and oppressed groups. This "transcript" or "secret program of resistance" is rarely attended to or recorded in the public sphere, and if such secret resistance does enter official discourse and politics, it typically does so in tight-lipped and harmless forms adapted to the languages and expectations of those in power. Only amongst the members themselves of the suppressed communities --at home, around the table, at ceremonies and parties, in rumours and gossip --will the "hidden transcript" attain more direct forms of expression. In situations of crisis it may also erupt in disobedience and insurrectionary behaviour.
As Pirak Sikku indicates, the relationship of the Sami to the racial scientists must be conceived as having been coded in such secretive ways. They allowed themselves to be measured, but they shook their heads in disbelief; they had their skull-measurements taken, but they exchanged ironic glances with their fellows across the room and tried to turn the situation to their own advantage. Herman Lundborg, chief scientist and director at the Institute of Racial Biology, remarks in one of his letters that he wished that "the Lapps were more cooperative". Or as Elsa recalls: "I remember that my father thought it was a ridiculous survey, completely absurd." As Pirak Sikku (2014b) also emphasises, communication between the Sami and the racial scientists was difficult if not impossible because they were separated by a linguistic abyss. She quotes one of the anonymous people who were subjected to the racial scientists: "Gáhtjadit manen? Gåk? Ejma máhte dárosit." ("You are asking why?
How? But we didn't know Swedish".)
Taking History Back
Pia Arke's work on Ittoqqortoormiit/Scoresbysund also revisits a scene of historical erasure.
For our purposes, it should be stressed that Arke's book Stories from Scoresbysund In Stories from Scoresbysund Arke sets herself the task of taking back her personal history. But to take back her history, she first has to discover how it came about that she was deprived of it, and this involves entering into close combat with world politics. Stories from Scoresbysund is therefore just as much a personal as a political book, but it is first and foremost a book filled with wonder, humour, and love for the people living in a remote spot on the fringes of the world, or rather a spot that Europeans placed on the world's fringes.
Yet Arke is also looking to take back history in another sense. She wants to take the history of her birthplace back to its unclear beginnings. It is worth recalling here that Greenland. It is a postcolonial narrative, to be sure, but also one that prefigures an Arctic yet to come. In the foregoing I have discussed some of the narrative transformations, aesthetic inversions, and cultural subversions whereby creative artists, siding with indigenous communities once confined to being the mere setting or object of colonial travel writing, stake their claim as subjects of narrative performance and enunciation. This transformation is hardly surprising. Examples abound of similar processes in contemporary culture, not least in travel writing. What needs to be stressed is the aesthetic modality of performance that subtends these artists' subjectivation of the postcolonial text. It is crucially important to affirm these claims of authorship, not least because they entail a cultural emancipation of once subaltern communities.
Conclusion
My final conclusion, however, is slightly different. It makes little sense to delineate the contours of new narratives unless these are also seen as symbolic acts through which the colonial legacy of the dominant narrative is disclosed. In this sense, Arke and Pirak Sikku are not only inventing new narratives of the postcolonial Arctic. They also seem to be reinventing Scandinavian historiography, even rewriting the history of western dominance. But if this is true, it also amounts to saying that the question as to whether there is a new narrative of the postcolonial Arctic will continue to generate false answers as long as it is not also turned into a call for a new history of Europe itself.
1 I would like to thank the organisers of and participants in the conference, "New Narratives of the Postcolonial Arctic", held at Roskilde University in May 2015, where a preliminary version of this essay was given as a keynote address. Mikkelsen (1965 Mikkelsen ( /1989 , the founder of the Scoresbysund colony, has also written the most substantial Danish colonial account of the settlement's history.
